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Introduction

Privacy is a basic human right. Throughout history, we’ve seen radical changes
taking place with closed-door conversations. However, in the digital era, privacy has
taken quite a unique form and shape.

They say that privacy is a hindrance to transparency, but the truth is that privacy
enhances transparency. Privacy gives voice to the oppressed and the marginalized.
If you could be targeted for voicing out against an oppressive policy or mandate,
then privacy gives you the freedom and the security to do so without having to look
behind your back.

“Privacy isn’t about something to hide. Privacy is about something to protect. And
that’s who you are. That’s what you believe in. That’s who you want to become.
Privacy is the right to the self. Privacy is what gives you the ability to share with the
world who you are on your own terms.”

- Edward Snowden

Why BChat?
BChat is a private decentralized messenger. The messages sent via BChat are routed
through the Beldex network and are encrypted using (ED25519 curve) and only the
receiver can decode them. The messages pass through multiple nodes on the
blockchain to ensure security and privacy. The data is stored on masternode storage
servers in an encrypted form. Only you can access your information on BChat.

To create an account, you don’t need a phone number or email address. Signup on
BChat is anonymous. While creating an account, an alpha-numeric code is



generated. This code acts as the user id. Users can send and receive BDX instantly.
Account recovery is through a seed key or a combination of view key, spend key, and
wallet address.

- Anonymous
BChat doesn’t require your personal information. Messengers that are
end-to-end encrypted still require you to provide your phone numbers, email
ID, or create a unique username which can be used to identify you. This
information is shared with other users and sometimes with thir

d

parties that
use it for various purposes such as gauging interests and patterns for
advertising.

- Decentralized
Decentralization is essential to privacy. A centralized application that touts
privacy is only a stone's throw away from changing its policies. You have to
trust the centralized organization to keep your data private. These apps are
not censorship-resistant. However, decentralized networks aid the
development of decentralized applications that are trustless, borderless,
permissionless, and censorship-resistant.

- Scalable
Scalability is another important aspect of decentralized applications. For large
scale adoption, DApps need to be able to provide throughput that’s similar to
centralized applications. BChat is being developed to support billions of users.
Presently, BChat can handle the free flow of messages seamlessly. But for
larger file support, data sharding solutions are being explored. zk-SNARKs are
a viable solution to scaling and the improvement of privacy in decentralized
systems. Beldex Research Labs is researching the possibility of implementing
zk-SNARKs on a side chain to which BChat can later be migrated.

- Open Source
Open-source software is the torchbearer of 21st-century innovation. Being
open-source means that anybody from any part of the world can contribute
to its development. That’s why BChat will be an open-source application. Any



proponent of privacy who is for freedom of speech can jump right in and start
contributing to the project.

- Data Storage
Data in BChat is secured by two different servers, the storage server and the
file server. Storage servers are a part of the masternodes and are the principal
storage for text messages sent through the network. The messages are stored
in an encrypted format and can only be accessed by the right set of public
and private key pairs. File servers are used to transfer files between clients.

- Data Privacy
BChat does not collect your personal data. We have designed BChat in a way
that it doesn’t require any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) like your
phone number, email address, username, location, biometric information or
any other data that can be linked to your personal identity. No metadata like
timestamp, message size, and type of message is collected. Since BChat
doesn’t collect this information, it also cannot be shared with any third parties
or be monetized. BChat is also a standalone application and doesn’t require
the need for third-party services. In case third-party services are required, we
will ensure the use of decentralized privacy-preserving alternatives to such
services. BChat also doesn’t require access to your contacts or any other
third-party application.

- Latency
Latency is the time taken to receive a response after a request is sent. Low
latency is the ability of an application to relay information in the shortest
possible time. To achieve low latency, BChat relies on an onion routing
protocol (the Signal protocol).



Technology

Encryption methods:

Encryption is the process of converting data into a coded message that conceals the
real sense of the data. Cryptography is a method of encrypting and decrypting data.
Messages sent through BChat are end-to-end encrypted and the original
information can only be decoded by the intended recipient. BChat uses the Signal
protocol to encrypt messages.

How are messages sent in BChat?

Messages are encrypted and pass through the nodes of the Beldex blockchain.
Nodes act as routers to relay the message packets from origin to destination. The
routing process is executed by choosing the shortest possible route.

Features

Pay as you chat

Since the user’s chat ID is tagged to the wallet address, users can directly send and
receive BDX as they converse with each other. This is enabled by BChat’s ‘pay as you
chat’ feature. The Beldex wallet is integrated with BChat, so if you’d like to transfer
BDX to your friend, you can simply enter the amount and hit send right from your
chat box.



In-built Wallet

BChat has an in-built wallet. The wallet can be used to send and receive BDX to users
who aren’t using BChat yet. The recipient wallet address is necessary to transfer BDX
to a non-BChat user. Users can set a fund password to authorize each transaction,
which acts as an additional layer of security for fund transfers.

Disappearing messages

Users utilize the Disappearing Messages feature to specify a preset timer for
messages to be removed automatically. This timer has a setting from 5 or 10
seconds to a few minutes, hours, and even a week. Users can set disappearing
messages in both personal and group conversations. The message disappearing
function may be enabled by anyone in secret group conversation.

Voice/Video Call

To make a call, one can use the BChat voice call feature. It allows users to make
personal calls or group calls to others. Here, the alpha-numeric code is used as one’s
ID to make calls. Voice call and video calls are a feature under research and will be
released in subsequent versions of BChat.

File Sharing

BChat supports the transfer of a number of file formats including images, PDFs, text
documents etc. However, as large files shared through decentralized applications
require vertical scaling, it will become increasingly difficult and expensive to run a
node. BChat supports the transfer of files with smaller file size. Large file transfers are
being researched by Beldex Research Labs.



Social Groups & Secret Groups

Group chats allow you to send messages to members of a group. You can create
two types of groups on BChat - social groups and secret groups. Social groups allow
any number of participants to be added to the group via an invite link. Due to
complexities and impracticalities in storage, open groups require dedicated master
node servers setup by the group operators. Secret groups on the other hand have an
upper limit on the number of participants (limit yet to be determined). To add a
member to a secret group, they need to be added to your BChat contact list first,
that is, you must know their Chat ID and should have exchanges messages.

Metrics BChat XX
Messenger

Signal Whatsapp

Encryption by default

Decentralized?

Censorship resistant?

No Email and Phone
Number required

Free from Surveillance

No Third-Party Access

Utility
BDX will be a utility within BChat. For example, users can buy a .bdx domain and tag it
to their BChat ID to be easily visible and accessible to other users. Rare avatars and
stickers will be NFTs that are bought and sold with BDX.

BDX used within the BChat ecosystem to buy additional features will be burned.



As more features are added to BChat, more utility will be created for BDX within the
DApp.

Market
The total number of people using smartphones today and the projections up until
2027

There are about 6.5 billion smartphone users today and is projected to grow to 7.6
billion by 2027.

The total number of people using instant messengers today and the projections up
until 2025
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There are about 3.21 billion users who use instant messengers today and it is
projected to add 300 million more by 2025.

Total active users of instant messengers as of 2022:

Whatsapp WeChat Facebook
Messenger

Telegram Signal

2 B 1.2 B 0.98 B 0.55 B 0.025 B

Go To Market Strategy

B2C

Beldex will employ a number of time-tested organic and paid marketing strategies
to acquire users.
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Some of these include
- Online & offline advertising including content marketing, email marketing,

social media ads, SEO, search engine ads, advertising at events, etc.
- Airdrops and reward campaigns for early adopters
- Country/region-specific marketing campaigns targeting APAC, EMEA, North

America & Latin American countries
- Guerilla Marketing

BChat’s projected user acquisition by Dec 2023:

Under Research

Large File Sharing

Large file sharing is a requirement for instant messengers. Today’s centralized
messengers support the transfer of large files, albeit with centralization. Current
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decentralized systems have storage constraints. Solutions such as vertical scaling
(increasing the masternode storage capacity) are cost inefficient while maintaining
a few nodes for the transfer of large files leads to centralization. To combat this,
Beldex is researching peer-to-peer file sharing using data saving techniques and
off-loading large files onto scalable and decentralized storage systems.

Efficient Data Storage

Masternodes serve as waypoints for the messages to be routed. Masternodes servers
currently require an increasing amount of storage for storing the blockchain data.
However, for efficient storage, not all the masternodes will be required to store large
chunks of data as it can be offloaded to a layer of highly efficient storage servers or
decentralized storage providers, thereby increasing its efficiency, speed and latency.

Data Backup

Messages are stored on your local device and not on the blockchain. The TTL of the
messages on your local device doesn’t expire. To not overload the network, the Time
to Live (TTL) of these messages on the blockchain is set to 14 days. Thus, when you
restore your BChat account, you can retrieve messages for the past 14 days. In such
cases, decentralized storage like IPFS may be used to help with backup the entire
history of messages in decentralized applications. Archived chats and large files can
be retrieved from this backup using the client's public key.

Some of the other features that are currently being researched include single send
messages, in-app browser, Beldex Name System (BNS), and Non-fungible Tokens
(NFTs).


